Governments and media manipulated the minds of the masses into fearing Covid
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Dr. Robert Malone’s assertions about “mass formation psychosis” in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic are underscored by the fact that authorities in the UK admitted to
using “totalitarian” methods of “mind control” to instill fear in the population.
Dr Robert Malone asserts ‘mass formation psychosis’ has been used to instill Covid fear in
populations
In Canada, the military also admitted launching a psychological operations campaign against
their own people in order to manipulate them into compliance with COVID-19 restrictions
and mandates.
During his viral podcast with Joe Rogan after he was banned by Twitter, Malone explained
how the global population was being manipulated into remaining in a constant state of
hysterical anxiety via mass formation psychosis.
“What the heck happened to Germany in the 20s and 30s? Very intelligent, highly educated
population, and they went barking mad. And how did that happen?” asked Malone.
“The answer is mass formation psychosis.”
“When you have a society that has become decoupled from each other and has free-floating
anxiety in a sense that things don’t make sense, we can’t understand it, and then their
attention gets focused by a leader or series of events on one small point just like hypnosis,
they literally become hypnotized and can be led anywhere,” he added.
“And one of the aspects of that phenomenon is that the people that they identify as their
leaders, the ones typically that come in and say you have this pain and I can solve it for you. I
and I alone,” Malone further explained, “Then they will follow that person. It doesn’t matter
whether they lied to them or whatever. The data is irrelevant.”
“We had all those conditions. If you remember back before 2019 everyone was complaining,
the world doesn’t make sense and we are all isolated from each other.”
“Then this thing happened, and everyone focused on it,” stated Malone, noting,
“That is how mass formation psychosis happens and that is what has happened here.”
Malone’s summary of how health authorities seized on the unifying threat of the COVID-19
pandemic and exaggerated its thread to create mass hysteria is backed up by leaked details
of how the UK government manipulated its population during the early days of the
pandemic.
As first revealed by author and journalist Laura Dodsworth, scientists in the UK working as
advisors for the government admitted using what they now admit to be “unethical” and

“totalitarian” methods of instilling fear in the population in order to control behaviour
during the pandemic.
The London Telegraph reported the comments made by Members of the Scientific Pandemic
Influenza Group on Behaviour (SPI-B), a sub-committee of the Scientific Advisory Group for
Emergencies (Sage) the government’s chief scientific advisory group.
The report quotes a briefing from March 2020, as the first lockdown was decreed, that
stated the government should drastically increase “the perceived level of personal
threat” that the virus poses because “a substantial number of people still do not feel
sufficiently personally threatened”.
One scientist with the SPI-B admits that “In March [2020] the Government was very worried
about compliance and they thought people wouldn’t want to be locked down. There were
discussions about fear being needed to encourage compliance, and decisions were made
about how to ramp up the fear.”
The unnamed scientist adds that “The way we have used fear is dystopian.”
The scientist further confessed that “The use of fear has definitely been ethically
questionable. It’s been like a weird experiment. Ultimately, it backfired because people
became too scared.”
Another separate scientist on the subcommittee professed “You could call psychology ‘mind
control’. That’s what we do… clearly we try and go about it in a positive way, but it has been
used nefariously in the past.”
Another scientist warned that “We have to be very careful about the authoritarianism that is
creeping in,” adding “people use the pandemic to grab power and drive through things that
wouldn’t happen otherwise.”
According to the report, another researcher with the group acknowledged that “Without a
vaccine, psychology is your main weapon,” adding that “Psychology has had a really good
epidemic, actually.”
Yet another scientist on the subcommittee stated that they have been “stunned by the
weaponisation of behavioural psychology” over the past year, and warned that “psychologists
didn’t seem to notice when it stopped being altruistic and became manipulative.”
“They have too much power and it intoxicates them”, the scientist further warned.
In addition to the UK government’s response, it was also revealed that the Canadian military
launched a psychological operations program against their own citizens in the early days of
the pandemic order to amplify government messaging and “head off civil disobedience.”
“Canadian military leaders saw the pandemic as a unique opportunity to test out
propaganda techniques on an unsuspecting public,” reported the Ottawa Citizen.

Meanwhile, following early efforts to bury the term altogether, Google is now desperately
rigging its search results to return only negative articles about “mass formation psychosis”
and Dr. Malone.
Google’s current top search result link for “mass formation psychosis” is a Forbes hit
piece that recycles dubious claims Dr. Malone already debunked during his Rogan
appearance.

